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SATURDAY “MILLION MAN MAGA” WASHINGTON, D.C. 
RALLY INSTIGATED BY TRUMP’S WHITE SUPREMACIST 

BASE OF SUPPORTERS  

 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Washington, D.C. (November 11, 2020):  The Coalition for a Safer Web (CSW)  (www.coalitionsw.org) 
– a non-partisan, not-for-profit organization based in Washington, D.C. revealed today that white 
extremist groups which support President Trump are firing up Trump supporters to turn out for 
nationwide Saturday “MAGA [make America great again] Million Man” march in Washington, D.C. to 
protest Vice President Biden’s election victory. 

 

      

 

Within hours of Vice President Biden being declared president-elect, extremist Trump supporters, notably 
the white supremacist nationwide group “Proud Boys” and QAnon conspiracy adherents commenced an 
effort – using the TELEGRAM mobile application and neo-Nazi supporting online image boards such as 
GAB and 8Kun -- to recruit rally participants for this planned pro-Trump protest march – groups which 
are prohibited from utilizing Facebook and Twitter.  However, a Facebook group “Million MAGA 
March” with over 17,500 members (https://bit.ly/2IsGoEM) is up and running, which is cross-linking 
potential rally participants to Twitter and from TELEGRAM.    

Extremists have a social media supporting cast of hundreds of thousands of Trump voters who are 
embracing the President’s false claims that he won the election.  This is enabling Proud Boys and other 
right wing extremists to gain stature and financial contributions.      



 

      

 

As CSW has reported in the past, TELEGRAM – whose Russian-born owner Pavel Durov resides in 
Dubai, UAE -- and these other fringe internet channels catering to white supremacists and anti-Semitic 
neo-Nazi organizations enable these groups to incite hate, promote false and misleading claims about the 
election, and facilitate violence. 

According to Forbes magazine (https://bit.ly/3kjzHSH) 8Kun – the favorite channel of extremist QAnon 
pro-Trump conspiracists and responsible for enabling the incitement of multiple mass shootings – is now 
operating with the support of a Russian Government-funded internet firm called “ddos-guard.”   

The nationwide network of Proud Boys groups in the states in which they have chapters have created 
social media channels on TELEGRAM, GAB, and 8Kun to recruit Proud Boys supporters to the DC 

MAGA rally.   

Here is the Proud Boys meme being used by all its state chapters: 

 

       

Proud Boy rally recruitment is being countered by an effort to organize a counter rally in DC by anarchist 
and so-called antifa groups masquerading as supporters of the Black Lives Matter movement. 

CSW is monitoring a new TELEGRAM channel just posted under the account 
BLACKFISTVANGUARD to spread a recruiting hashtag -- #stopthemagaots – across all social media 
channels since unlike Proud Boys, neither Facebook nor Twitter have acted against it, yet. 

 

https://t.me/dcblmchat 

 

 

 

These competing extremist groups are largely responsible for inciting the urban violence which has 
plagued Portland, Seattle, Chicago, and other major urban areas in recent months.  

This morning, the Proud Boys TELEGRAM accounts began trolling so-called antifa and anarchist social 
media content urging their followers to be prepared for confrontations with these leftist anarchist groups. 



 

 MOBILIZATION IN #DC AGAINST THE PROUD BOYS THIS WEEKEND 

Antifa organizing against us for this weekend's Million Maga March. They will start the violence, like 
they always do. Then when they get their ass kicked, they'll cry like they always do. #FAFO 

Fueled by President Trump’s refusal to accept his defeat, there is real danger that these competing groups 
will clash unless authorities are able to keep them totally separated. 

Amb. Marc Ginsberg, President of CSW stated: 

 

 “It should be of no surprise that the principal groups instigating this MAGA rally represent 
 extremist white nationalists and QAnon neo-Nazi anti-Semites which consider President 
 Trump their “master and commander.”   

 Americans can ill afford a repeat of the Charlottesville 2017 “Unite the Right” march, but 
 Trump’s inner circle is courting these groups to take to the streets of our nation’s capital thru 
 their continued baseless claims of vote fraud and a stolen election.”     
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